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WOULDN’T YOU HAVE JUMPED AT THE CHANCE
TO BOOK LOUIS ARMSTRONG AND HIS
ALL-STARS FOR YOUR JAZZ EVENT?
Sadly of course, this is no longer possible. But there is a band that authentically
emulates the best jazz band ever heard and those fantastic concerts of the
1950’s and 1960’s .
The Bateman Brothers Jazz Band is
almost three years old now and in that
time, their Louis Armstrong show has
become the talk of the UK jazz scene.
They started off with sell-out visits to the
top UK jazz clubs and nowadays they are
topping the bill at jazz festivals and
appearing at theatres and Arts Centres
throughout the UK!
Their debut CD ‘Now You Has Jazz’ won
the Best Jazz CD category in the 2011
British Jazz Awards and they are one of
the few traditional jazz bands to have been booked into Ronnie Scott’s Jazz
Club, a concert which was SOLD OUT 2 months in advance, earning them
many return visits, which always sell out!
The band’s success is largely down to the fact that they play the music of the
All-Stars to the same arrangements and with the same vitality. Ian Bateman’s
trombone in the style of Trummy Young is realistic enough, but brother Alan’s
trumpet playing is as close to Louis Armstrong as you will ever hear. Sounds
implausible doesn’t it? Ralph Lang’s review of the CD says it all … “no band in
the world has ever attempted to emulate the unique sound before. In this they
succeed, and deserve our admiration and envy for so doing ... Alan Bateman is
the first trumpet player I have ever heard who had the power, stamina and tone
to produce an accurate replica. His recreations are uncanny in their accuracy.”
With Maggie Reeday in the Velma Middleton role, Trevor Whiting on Clarinet,
Craig Milverton on Piano, John Day on Bass and Nick Millward on Drums we
can guarantee you and your audience a fired-up gig from some of the best jazz
musicians in the UK.
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The band is now moving forward and in 2013 created a star-studded
studded show to
celebrate the life of the greatest jazz musician of all time with:

The Ultimate Louis Armstrong Show
The All-Stars
Stars were Louis’ band of choice from 1947 right until his passing in
1971.. They were constantly on the road performing concerts all over the world.
During this period Louis did find time to make some of his chart-topping
chart
recordings, and they more often than not included some of his band.
He was the world’s first pop star from the world of jazz with chart-topping
chart
hits
such as Cabaret, Hello Dolly and What A Wonderful World. He was also
featured in musicals such as The Five Pennies, The Glenn Miller Story and of
course High Society. All of these films are covered by this new show.
s
We also cover his early years. His recordings with King Oliver, his own Hot
Five and Sy Oliver are all heard. The Bateman Brothers Jazz Band has
become synonymous with the sound of the Louis Armstrong All-Stars
All
so
naturally this line-up will be heaviliy
iliy featured throughout the concert
In order to best achieve great results with this show we have increased the
band from its 7 members by adding
two very special guests.

Enrico Tomasso is one of the
top jazz trumpet players in Europe. His
biggest inspiration was always Louis
Armstrong whom he met and played
for, at the age of 7, during Louis’ last
two visits to England in 1968 and
1969. This led to an instant bond and
friendship which lasted for the
remainder of Louis’ Life. Louis passed
on invaluable advice and encouraged
the young protege by writing to him
from the U.S. Nowadays a star in his
own right he made a name for himself
through the ranks of the Pasadena
Roof Orchestra and Acker Bilk’s
Paramount Jazz Band.
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Thomas ‘Spats’ Langham
was playing ukulele at a very early age.
He took up the tenor banjo at the age of
13 with a local band in his native Buxton,
Derbyshire, later adding guitar to his
arsenal and studying music for two years
ye
at college in Manchester. Afterwards he
embarked on a career in classic jazz,
touring Europe with The Pasadena Roof
Orchestra, Sammy Rimington and The
Charleston Chasers. He subsequently
worked with Bob Kerr’s Whoopee Band
and performs frequently with the worldrenowned master of vintage jazz, Keith
Nichols.
You'll get a non-stop
stop show that will have
you on the edge of your seats right from the start and a finale that will leave you
craving for more. That's how it was with Louis and that is how it is with
wi The
Bateman Brothers Jazz Band and The Ultimate Louis Armstrong Show.

Louis Armstrong with the very young Enrico Tomasso
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The Ultimate Louis Armstrong Show
Usual Programme
st

1 Set
The All-Stars
When It’s Sleepy Time Down South, Back Home Again In Indiana
The King Oliver Days
Froggie Moore, Sugar Foot Stomp
The Hot Five
Heebie Jeebies, West End Blues
Introducing Maggie Reeday
Big Momma’s Back In Town, Squeeze Me, That’s My Desire
The All-Stars
Twelfth Street Rag, Basin Street Blues, Muskrat Ramble
Louis with the Sy Oliver Orchestra
On The Sunny Side Of The Street, When You’re Smiling
nd

2

Set

High Society
Samantha, Now You Has Jazz, High Society Calypso
The Wonderful Duets
Life Is So Peculiar (Enrico & Spats / Louis & Louis Jordan)
My Sweet Hunk O’ Trash (Enrico & Maggie / Louis & Billie)
Who Walks In When I Walk Out (Spats & Maggie / Louis & Ella)
You Rascal You (Enrico & Spats / Louis & Louis Jordan)
You’re The Apple Of My Eye (Alan & Maggie / Louis & Velma)
More of the All-Stars
Back O’ Town Blues, My Bucket’s Got A Hole In It
Stompin’ At The Savoy (drums feature),
The Big Hits
Cabaret, Hello Dolly, What A Wonderful World (Enrico & Piano/Strings)
Finale & Encore
St. Louis Blues, Five Pennies Saints (Enrico & Spats / Louis & Danny Kaye)
The above programme is based on a 2 x 1hour concert plus an encore.
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The Bateman Brothers Jazz Band - Biographies
Ian Bateman – Trombone
Alan Bateman - Trumpet
Ian Bateman has been a professional jazz
trombone player for 35 years now and
has graced the trombone slot in some of
the top jazz bands in Europe during that
time. Ian has been playing in Acker Bilk’s
Paramount jazz band for over ten years
now, having previously
eviously spent eight years
with Terry Lightfoot and his Jazzmen. Ian
is very often called upon to help out with
other bands too which read like a who’s
who of British traditional jazz: The
Pasadena Roof Orchestra, Rod Mason’s
Hot Five, Digby Fairweather’s HalfDozen, and he is still a member of the
Back To Basie Orchestra. In past years, Ian has also appeared with bands
such as Kenny Ball, Humphrey Lyttelton and the Dutch Swing College Band.
Ian can play in many different styles from hot jazz to bebop, just
ju like Trummy
Young, who was one of his major influences. Ian loves to let rip just like
Trummy did and The Bateman Brothers Jazz Band is just the platform for him to
let loose on. However, when the time comes to play like Jack Teagarden, he
just takes it in his stride.
Ian’s younger brother Alan has been a part of the UK jazz scene for many
years, firstly on clarinet and reeds before re-inventing
inventing himself as a trumpet
player. Before he knew it he was in great demand as a semi--professional
player, whilst holding a very important job with EMI at their CD production plant
in Swindon. In 2006, Alan joined the Terry Lightfoot Jazz Band, and a few
years later he left his day job and turned fully professional.
In recent years, Alan has also been playing 2nd trumpet
umpet with Kenny Ball and his
Jazzmen and deputising for Enrico Tomasso in the Acker Bilk band, thus
playing alongside his brother. Alan has developed a style of playing just like
Louis Armstrong and he has the tone, power and timing to make it all sound
very authentic. Many critics thought that they were listening to Louis when they
first heard the CD, so close is his playing to the great man himself.
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Trevor Whiting – Clarinet
Trevor is very much in
demand as a soloist, making
a name for himself in the six
years he spent with the Big
Chris Barber Jazz Band.
Trevor spent most of his
formative years listening to
the All-Stars,
Stars, both to Edmund
Hall and Barney Bigard and
their style of playing that
helped to drive the All-Stars. He naturally reproduces this style in the Bateman
Brothers Jazz Band.
All of these star musicians are given a chance to shine with their own feature in
the Bateman Brothers Jazz Band and Trevor’s spot is one of the most popular
moments of our concert. We are delighted to have who we regard as the best
jazz clarinettist in the country playing in our band and Trevor is equally happy to
oblige!
Craig Milverton – Piano
Craig was with Ian in the
Terry Lightfoot band during
the 1990’s. He is probably
best known as a keen
disciple of the great Oscar
Peterson, but that facility has
given him the skills to adapt
to any situation. It is why
Craig is one of the busiest
piano players in the country
and he fits the bill in the Billy
Kyle role perfectly.
From Exeter in Devon, Craig has also been recently been voted the #1 Jazz
Pianist in the British Jazz Awards 2011. For the past 10 years you might also
have seen Craig with Digby Fairweather’s Half-Dozen,
Dozen, which included many
concerts with George Melly.
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John Day – Bass
John is currently with Ian
in Acker Bilk’s Paramount
Jazz Band. Acker’s band
is very much laid back in
its approach, but Ian
spotted something in
John’s style that made
him realise he was the
right man for this job.
John drives the band hard
and complements the
style of the drums that gave Louis Armstrong’s All-Stars
Stars that unique sound.
Nick Millward - Drums
Nick is one of the most
popular jazz drummers on
the European circuit. Being
part of the All-Stars was
always a demanding job for
a drummer as it not only
involved a high work rate,
but showmanship was also
required. Nick has these
qualities in abundance.
Nick first appeared on the
jazz scene back in the 1990’s with the Pete Allen Jazz Band until he joined
Terry Lightfoot and his Jazzmen in 1995 (closely followed by Craig Milverton
Mil
and Ian Bateman – then Alan Bateman some years later!).
Nick’s big break came in 1999 when he replaced the great Ron Bowden to join
Kenny Ball and his Jazzmen. He held this job until Kenny Ball’s passing in
2013 before joining The Bateman Brothers Jazz Band.
One of the highlights of a concert by Louis Armstrong and his All-Stars
All
was the
special on-stage
stage relationship between Louis and his singer Velma Middleton.
They performed together for many years, even prior to the formation of the AllAll
Stars. This aspect is a very important part of our show…
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Maggie Reeday - Vocals
We have also found our answer to Velma Middleton in Maggie Reeday. Her
personality comes through in her lovely bluesy voice and her on-stage
on
antics
with Alan (just like Velma and Louis used to do) are great crowd pleasers.
Maggie has had a long and varied career. She appeared in a succession of TV
shows for ITV with stars such as Paul Daniels and Jim Davidson. More recently
recen
she performed an 8-week
week slot on ITV’s “Langsford Late Show”.
Maggie maintains that the highlight of her career was a royal command
appearance at the London Palladium attended by HM the Queen Mother. More
recently Maggie has become a top name on the jazz
zz scene in concerts with the
Lady Sings The Blues
show and with Digby
Fairweather and his
Half Dozen. She has
had rave reviews of
her CD “World on a
string”:
“Ms Reeday has all the
ingredients that a jazz
singer requires: good
intonation, a powerful
voice with plenty in
reserve if necessary,
well worth the price
and a copy should be
in your rack alongside
Billie Holliday and Ella”
... Jazz Journal
international.

Review of our CD – ‘Now You Has Jazz’ by Ralph Laing, June 2011
This is his review completely unedited – we even regarded the criticism as a
compliment!
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In 1969 my old friend Sinclair Traill persuaded me to write for Jazz Journal
because he wanted to recruit more musicians. I think my very first review was a
French RCA reissue of all the later Johnny Dodds tracks, alternate takes and
all. I was – I suppose shamefully I still am – brimming with critical confidence.
Until Sinclair died some 12 years later I covered everything up to, but not
including, the modal revolution. My subsequent freelance work has been largely
hand-picked. It is a wise writer who only reviews what he believes he
understands. In all those years I never once sought the opinion of others. Until
now. The following commentary is what I would have written anyway. But I feel
a bit ashamed that I didn’t have the courage of my own convictions. Read on
and you may see why.
The music on this CD falls smack dab in the middle of my chosen playing field,
both critically and historically. Before I go any further, let me say that, although I
have reservations, I believe it is probably the most interesting and professional
traditional album that Britain has produced since Smithy’s Up Jumped the Blues
over 30 years ago. It has two unique features. Firstly it captures the true feel of
the All Stars. The recording is brilliant, the rhythm section light and springy and
the clarinet and trombone supremely relaxed and self-assured. In my
experience no band in the world has ever attempted to emulate the unique
sound before. In this they succeed, and deserve our admiration and envy for so
doing.
The second unique feature is the trumpet playing. As the years went by Louis
increasingly favoured a Spartan, broad-toned upper register style. It was a style
which was almost impossible to emulate. Many, indeed most, trumpet players
have been influenced by it. Some, like Rod Mason and Keith Smith, accurately
absorb the essence and become themselves. Spike Mackintosh, bless him, was
the nearest thing Britain ever produced to a faithful Louis acolyte. On a good
day he could soar – but you could always detect enough individuality to
recognise it was Spike. But Alan Bateman is the first trumpet player I have ever
heard who had the power, stamina and tone to produce an accurate replica. His
recreations are uncanny in their accuracy. Several College- trained modernists
on both sides of the Atlantic, as part of a futile attempt to put bums on seats,
have attempted to reproduce famous Louis things like West End Blues. They
have all the technical equipment, yet to a man they have failed miserably. The
two things which defeat them are Louis’ tone and Louis’ phrasing. Bateman,
however, has both. But ...
I have heated arguments with my children about the word ‘cover’. Their
definition subsumes all instances where a performer uses material previously
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used elsewhere. Thus Hawk’s recording of Body and Soul and Joe Cocker’s
With A Little Help From My Friends would be branded by them as ‘covers’. My
definition of a cover is where a performer produces an exact replica of someone
else’s performance. Robbie Williams’ competent but woefully unoriginal foray
into evergreen territory is a fine example. Everything was copied – Sinatra’s
improvisations, Darin’s asides, even, by the sound of them, the band
arrangements. This definition of ‘cover’ attracts a certain amount of musical
disdain. And therein lies the quandary that I have with this album.
There is absolutely nothing wrong with having album themes – if you’re lucky
enough to have a genuine reason and the wherewithal to succeed. As I’ve
already said this is probably the first serious attempt to salute the Armstrong All
Stars – arguably the most famous traditional group ever. So there’s certainly a
good reason behind the project. Ian Bateman, Trevor Whiting and the rhythm
section are amongst the best we have. And there is no question that the
trumpet playing is astonishingly good – AB even emulates the torturously slow
1956 When You’re Smiling, and, although the beads of sweat were running
down my forehead by the finish, he makes a remarkably good fist of it.
But the album is full of covers. And I mean my definition of covers. For example
the hugely popular screen version of Now You Has Jazz is full of silly little bits extra bars, key changes - which were probably splices or imposed on the
performers for some technical reason or another. Or at least so I had always
assumed. If Cole Porter penned it that way I’ll eat humble pie. Surely for the
sake of musical tidiness or individual expression it calls for an overhaul? The
Batemans reproduce every nuance. They have even gone to the length of
recruiting a singer, Maggie Reeday, whose voice is uncannily close to that of
Velma Middleton – only, dare I say it, with better intonation. Every one of the
five W.C. Handy and Fats tunes from the All Stars Columbia albums (all of
which originally included Velma) is reproduced in the identical format of the
original. None of that is a sin, if it is done well, which this undoubtedly is.
Bravely they tackle Handy’s Chantez le Bas which is probably his strangest
composition. It resolves – eventually – into a Bucket’s Got A Hole In It
sequence, on which both the All Stars and the Batemans happily roar away. It’s
getting to the chorus that’s the problem. I have a copy of the sheet music and
have great difficulty in following the logic of the chords in what isn’t just a vocal
verse, but a vocal verse with several tributaries and lasting four times longer
than the chorus. Again the Batemans follow the original exactly. Mind you I
always thought Louis sounded a bit uncomfortable on the verse and as far as I
can hear Ian Bateman may have had his doubts about the melody and its
relation to the chords as well.
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I can’t praise the sound of the clarinet and trombone enough. Ian Bateman,
although he uses many a Trummy quote, is largely his own man while
completely faithful to the original sound. Perhaps even more impressive is
Trevor Whiting, who contrives, without ever copying Barney or Ed Hall, to sound
as if he had been with the All Stars for years. If a time machine was to take him
back 50 years I think he easily could have been. Craig Milverton has that light
percussive Billy Kyle approach which sounds great, again without losing his
personality. His scales are either a lot better than mine, or else he needed more
than one take to do the intro to La Vie En Rose, which is, yet again, a neardirect copy of the Brunswick Sy Oliver session. Steve Rushton sounds like the
kicker that was Barrett Deems – which is a compliment, not a criticism. Deems
was one of the great drummers. And John Day’s lines are at times quite lovely.
Which leaves the trumpet.
Alan Bateman doesn’t put a foot wrong on any of the 15 tracks. Not only has he
mastered the high register stamina and huge tone that define Louis. He has
also captured the phrasing. The trouble is that on every single track, as far as I
can hear, he reproduces exactly what Louis played on the original. No. That
may be exaggeration. I haven’t gone back and listened to all the originals. But
all are pretty well-known to me. And I noticed many examples of ensemble
leads and solos which seemed so. Now again there’s nothing wrong with
reverential copying. Good old Lorenzo Tio gets revered every time a traditional
band plays High Society. And I doubt if there are many competent revivalist
trumpet players who haven’t taken pride in a reverential reproduction of Louis
solos on Cornet Chop Suey or Potato Head or Bix’s Singing the Blues. But such
things are reserved as cameos – and usually capture applause from savvy
audiences. I am disturbed to see so much direct imitation. Despite the fact that
it is done with huge skill, great bravura, enormous stamina and deep
understanding there is hardly a scintilla of Alan Bateman. Maybe that’s harsh.
But a very, very fine album is marred by this one feature. If Alan Bateman had
sounded as powerful and majestic as Louis, with Louis’ phrasing but, like Spike
Mackintosh and Rod Mason with a clear personality of his own, I would have
had no hesitation in saying it was one of Britain’s best recordings ever. As it is,
it’s still one of our finest advertisements for a long, long time.
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Here’s what other professionals are saying about this exciting band:
...On the road with Chris Barber we had the chance to listen to some CDs, not
least the Bateman Brothers new release! Wow! Or should I call it the Alan
Bateman CD.... Great jobs all round to everyone, but blimey. Alan is fantastic on
it. Check it out everyone!!! … Bob Hunt – Trombonist with the Chris Barber
Jazz Band
This raises the bar in British Traditional Jazz, now all the other bands are going
to have to set their sights a bit higher … Andy Derrick – pro trombone player
from the Midlands
Just got the review copy of “Now You Has Jazz” – BRILLIANT – well done. …
Chris Walker – BBC Radio Solent
‘Now You Has Jazz’, the new Bateman Brothers CD is the best CD you have
ever released … Ralph Laing, jazz pianist and reviewer to Lake Records
This is the closest anybody has ever come to an authentic representation of
Louis Armstrong and his All-Stars … Richie Bryant – Drummer with Acker
Bilk and his Paramount Jazz Band

The Ultimate Louis Armstrong Show is promoted exclusively in the UK by
Terry Dash Music. Contacts details are as follows:
Telephone

01763 260823

E-Mail

info@terrydash.co.uk

For all international enquiries, please contact Ian Bateman:
Telephone

07711 009295 / 01793 728313

International

+44 07711 009295 / +44 1793 728313

E-Mail

info@batemanbrothers.com

www.batemanbrothers.com
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